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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922648</td>
<td>1626922640</td>
<td>A Certain Scientific Accelerator Vol. 3 • Kamachi, Kazuma / Arata, Yamaji</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923089</td>
<td>1626923086</td>
<td>Angel Beats Vol. 2 • Maeda, Jun / Asami, Yuriko</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922662</td>
<td>1626922667</td>
<td>Arpeggio of Blue Steel Vol. 7 • Ark Performance</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922686</td>
<td>1626922683</td>
<td>Devils and Realist Vol. 9 • Takadono, Madoka / Yukihiro, Utako</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922303</td>
<td>1626922306</td>
<td>Franken Fran Omnibus 3-4 • Kigitsu, Katsuhisa</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923218</td>
<td>1626923213</td>
<td>Shomin Sample: I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner Vol. 1 • Takafumi, Nanatsuki / Risumai</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626924017</td>
<td>1626924015</td>
<td>Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls Vol. 1 • OKAYADO / Various</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922723</td>
<td>1626922721</td>
<td>Non Non Biyori Vol. 4 • Atto</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922716</td>
<td>1626922713</td>
<td>orange: The Complete Collection 2 • Takano, Ichigo</td>
<td>18.99</td>
<td>21.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922730</td>
<td>162692273X</td>
<td>The Sacred Blacksmith Vol. 10 • Yamada, Kotaro / Miura, Isao</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922969</td>
<td>1626922969</td>
<td>Tomodachi x Monster Vol. 2 • Yoshihiko, Inui</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seven Seas titles combine only with Macmillan Trade books for full standard discount. Seven Seas titles do not combine with mass markets to reach mass market order minimums.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9781626922167</td>
<td>1626922160</td>
<td>A Certain Scientific Railgun Vol. 11 • Kamachi, Kazuma / Fuyukawa, Motoi</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9781626922754</td>
<td>1626922756</td>
<td>Freezing Vol. 9-10 • Lim, Dall-Young / Kim, Kwang-Hyun</td>
<td>19.99 USA, 22.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978162692761</td>
<td>1626922764</td>
<td>Magika Swordsman and Summoner Vol. 4 • Mihara, Mitsuki / MonRin</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978162692777</td>
<td>1626922772</td>
<td>Mayo Chiki! Omnibus 6-7 • Asano, Hajime / Neet</td>
<td>18.99 USA, 21.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978162692259</td>
<td>162692225X</td>
<td>Masamune-kun's Revenge Vol. 1 • Hazuki, Takeoka / Tiv</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978162692792</td>
<td>1626922799</td>
<td>Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation Vol. 3 • Rifujin na Magonote / Fujikawa, Yuka</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9781626923119</td>
<td>1626923116</td>
<td>Not Lives Vol. 2 • Karasuma, Wataru</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978162692808</td>
<td>1626922802</td>
<td>Nurse Hitomi's Monster Infirmary Vol. 5 • Shake-O</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978162692815</td>
<td>1626922810</td>
<td>Servamp Vol. 6 • Tanaka, Strike</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9781626923164</td>
<td>1626923167</td>
<td>The Other Side of Secret Vol. 1 • Hideaki, Yoshikawa</td>
<td>12.99 USA, 14.99 CAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Manga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922839</td>
<td>1626922837</td>
<td>A Centaur's Life Vol. 9 • Murayama, Kei</td>
<td>13.99 USA</td>
<td>15.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922822</td>
<td>1626922829</td>
<td>Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil Vol. 4 • Kouga, Yun / Minakata, Sunao</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922846</td>
<td>1626922845</td>
<td>The Ancient Magus’ Bride Vol. 5 • Yamazaki, Kore</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923195</td>
<td>1626923191</td>
<td>Battle Rabbits Vol. 1 • Yuki, Amemiya / Yukino, Ichihara</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922860</td>
<td>1626922861</td>
<td>Golden Time Vol. 4 • Takemiya, Yuyuko / Umechazuke</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922884</td>
<td>1626922888</td>
<td>Haven't You Heard? I'm Sakamoto Vol. 4 • Sano, Nami</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923096</td>
<td>1626923094</td>
<td>Love in Hell: Death Life Vol. 1 • Suzumaru, Reiji</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922891</td>
<td>1626922896</td>
<td>Magical Girl Apocalypse Vol. 8 • Sato, Kentaro</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923232</td>
<td>162692323X</td>
<td>Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls Vol. 2 • OKAYADO / Various</td>
<td>13.99 USA</td>
<td>15.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922914</td>
<td>1626922918</td>
<td>My Monster Secret Vol. 3 • Masuda, Eiji</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922921</td>
<td>1626922926</td>
<td>Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn Vol. 5 • Shirow, Masamune / Rikudou, Koushi</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seven Seas titles combine only with Macmillan Trade books for full standard discount.
Seven Seas titles do not combine with mass markets to reach mass market order minimums.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922945</td>
<td>1626922942</td>
<td>Devils and Realist Vol. 10 • Takadono, Madoka / Yukihiro, Utako</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922853</td>
<td>1626922853</td>
<td>D-Frag! Vol. 9 • Haruno, Tomoya</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922709</td>
<td>1626922705</td>
<td>Dragonar Academy Vol. 10 • Mizuchi, Shiki / Ran</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923133</td>
<td>1626923132</td>
<td>Hour of the Zombie Vol. 2 • Saimura, Tsukasa</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923201</td>
<td>1626923205</td>
<td>I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner Vol. 2 • Takafumi, Nanatsuki / Risumai</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922907</td>
<td>162692290X</td>
<td>Merman in My Tub Vol. 4 • Itokichi</td>
<td>11.99 USA</td>
<td>13.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626922785</td>
<td>1626922780</td>
<td>Monster Musume Vol. 9 • OKAYADO</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9781626923140</td>
<td>1626923140</td>
<td>Not Lives Vol. 3 • Karasuma, Wataru</td>
<td>12.99 USA</td>
<td>14.99 CAN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seven Seas titles combine only with Macmillan Trade books for full standard discount. Seven Seas titles do not combine with mass markets to reach mass market order minimums.
A Certain Scientific Accelerator, vol. 3
Story by Kazuma Kamachi
Art by Yamaji Arata

The most popular villain from A Certain Scientific Railgun turns anti-hero in his own manga series

A Certain Scientific Accelerator is an ongoing manga series spun off directly from the pages of New York Times bestseller A Certain Scientific Railgun. Series author Kazuma Kamachi deepens the world of Academy City as portrayed in A Certain Scientific Railgun and A Certain Magical Index, giving the spotlight to the sinister Accelerator in this highly-anticipated spin-off.

A Certain Scientific Accelerator is an ongoing series that features color inserts in each volume.

The “Certain” franchise began with the long-running light novel series A Certain Magical Index, which was adapted into both a manga and an anime series. Its spin-off, A Certain Scientific Railgun, became a breakout hit.

Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide, and supernatural powers are derived from either science or religion. At the heart of this world is Academy City, an advanced metropolis whose population is comprised mostly of students. The majority of students are enrolled in the city’s “Power Curriculum Program,” where they must learn to master their latent psychic powers.

Kazuma Kamachi is a Japanese writer of light novels and manga. He is best known for A Certain Magical Index and A Certain Scientific Railgun.

Yamaji Arata is a Japanese manga artist best known for A Certain Scientific Accelerator.

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-62692-264-8
5” x 7.125” / 180 pages
Age: Teen (13+)
On Sale: May 31, 2016

MARKETING PLANS:
• Promotion at gomanga.com
• Promotion on Twitter, Tumblr, and Facebook

ALSO AVAILABLE:
A Certain Scientific Accelerator, vol. 2 (1/16)
ISBN: 978-1-62692-28-0
A Certain Scientific Accelerator, vol. 1 (10/15)
ISBN: 978-1-62692-186-3
Angel Beats!: Heaven’s Door, vol. 2
Story by Jun Maeda
Art by Yuriko Asami

For fans of the critically-acclaimed Angel Beats! anime, the official manga series is here at last!

Angel Beats!: Heaven’s Door takes readers on a journey to a different sort of afterlife. Based on the hit anime, Angel Beats!, this brand new manga series delves into the early years of the Angel Beats! universe, as we learn the origin story of heroine Yuri, who assembles a motley crew of deserted souls in their fight against God.

Angel Beats!: Heaven’s Door is an ongoing manga series and will be released as single volume editions. Each book contains at least one full-color insert illustration. The original anime, Angel Beats!, has been released in its entirety in English by Sentai Filmworks.

Hideki Hinata has just died...but his life is far from over. He finds himself stuck in a kind of purgatory in the Afterlife School—an academy for recently departed lost souls. There he meets Yuri Nakamura, a brazen young woman who harbours nothing but contempt for God due to the life she was forced to lead before passing away.

Together, Yuri and Hideki form the SSS brigade, otherwise known as the Afterlife Battlefront—a group whose purpose it is to rebel against God in any way they can. However, standing in their way is the stoic and cold Tenshi, a supposed angelic messenger of God...who just so happens to be the Student Council President!

Can Yuri and the rest of the Afterlife Battlefront overcome their fate or are they destined to be stuck in a limbo world forever?!

Jun Maeda is a Japanese author best known as the creator of the Angel Beats! franchise, as well as several popular light novels including Air, CLANNAD, and Kanon.

Yuriko Asami is a Japanese manga artist best known for her work on the Angel Beats!: Heaven’s Door series.
Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 7
Story and art by Ark Performance

The science fiction epic continues

Arpeggio of Blue Steel is a gripping, action-packed manga series set in the near-future, where humans must wage an aquatic war of survival against a mysterious alien invader. Humanity’s only hope is to launch a sentient superweapon: a girl able to transform into a deadly submarine.

The Japanese animation studio, Sanzigen, that worked on the Attack on Titan anime, recently adapted Arpeggio of Blue Steel into a thirteen-episode anime, which debuted on Japanese television in Fall 2013.

Each meticulously illustrated volume of the manga Arpeggio of Blue Steel contains color inserts and features futuristic and explosive submarine battles that are sure to captivate readers.

In the early twenty-first century, the majority of Earth’s landmass is submerged due to rising sea levels. Enter the Fleet of Fog, a host of sentient alien battleships of unknown origin who easily decimate earth’s naval forces. Humanity is now on the verge of extinction.

In the year 2039, the stalwart Captain Chihaya Gunzou and his intrepid crew on the Blue Steel fleet may be humanity’s last chance to fight off the alien invaders. The Blue Steel fleet happens to contain a secret weapon that could turn the tide of war: a mysterious I-401 submarine that can transform into a girl.

Ark Performance is a Japanese author/artist duo responsible for Samurai Commando and has contributed to the Trigun: Multiple Bullets anthology.
Seven Seas

Devils and Realist, vol. 9
Story by Madoka Takadono
Art by Utako Yukihiro

For fans of Black Butler, the manga series about a teen noble and the demons who surround him continues

Devils and Realist is an ongoing supernatural manga series that pits a young, suave nobleman against Hell’s princely demons.

Each volume of Devils and Realist features beautiful bishounen-styled artwork and a color insert. An anime adaptation of Devils and Realist previously aired in Japan and was streamed online by Crunchyroll with English subtitles.

William Twining has it all—a sharp intelligence, dashing good looks, and a noble station in life. There’s only one problem: he’s broke. With no way to finance his prestigious education, William decides to search through his uncle’s mansion for something of value to sell. But William’s logical worldview is about to take a hit when he comes across a mystical seal, which he unintentionally uses to summon a demon.

The demon’s name is Dantalion, a Grand Duke of Hell, who informs the young nobleman of his destiny—that he is the new “Elector” whose sole responsibility is to appoint the next ruler of Hell in place of Lucifer. Such news might drive a lesser man mad but not William Twining. He’s a realist whose views don’t allow for the existence of demons, even when scores of demonic candidates begin to knock down his door and seek his favor. None of this can possibly be real—can it?—and besides, he’s got bills to pay.

Madoka Takadono is a Japanese author best known as the writer of Gun Princess and Devils and Realist.

Utako Yukihiro is a Japanese manga artist whose works include Utano Prince-sama and Devils and Realist.

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626922-6-86
5” x 7.125” / 180 pages
Age: Older Teen (16+)
On Sale: May 17, 2016

MARKETING PLANS:
• Promotion at gomanga.com
• Promotion on Twitter, Tumblr, and Facebook

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Devils and Realist, vol. 8 (3/16)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-81-8

Devils and Realist, vol. 7 (11/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-80-1

Devils and Realist, vol. 6 (8/15)

Devils and Realist, vol. 5 (5/15)
Franken Fran, vol. 3-4
Story and art by Katsuhisa Kigitsu

Dr. Frankenstein has met his match in Franken Fran!

Franken Fran is a hilarious, dark parody manga series that combines elements from Frankenstein with horrifyingly cute girls that will appeal to fans of irreverant manga like Love in Hell and Magical Girl Apocalypse.

The delightfully creepy tale of a beautiful patchwork doctor and her even stranger patients has become a cult classic among English-speaking manga fans. Seven Seas is pleased to present this series for the first time in print in North America in four omnibus editions. Each omnibus contains two volumes’ worth of content and includes color inserts.

Somewhere, out in the sticks of rural Japan, there is a mysterious manor that is home to the greatest surgeon who ever lived. Actually, the surgeon hasn’t been seen for years, but Fran, his reanimated daughter, takes up the family profession in his stead. Starting with the bolts that protrude from her head, Fran isn’t exactly what you would call a normal girl, nor is the cast of horribly disfigured creatures who join her.

Despite her Frankenstein-like ways, Fran cares deeply for her patients and holds steadfastly to the Hippocratic Oath. Her creed is: “All lives must be saved, no matter the cost!” For Franken Fran, the ends always justify the means, no matter what ungodly creations emerge from her lab.

Join Fran, her twisted sister Veronica, and the rest of her monstrous entourage in a gruesomely hilarious tale that would put Mary Shelley to shame!

Katsuhisa Kigitsu is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the creator of Franken Fran.
Deep in the forest-covered mountains is an all-girls school, attended by children from only the richest and most prestigious of families. Here, the girls are raised to be perfect young ladies, cut off from the real world to preserve their innocence and ensure that they’re free from all distractions. This policy of isolation is a double-edged sword, however, for after graduation, students of the academy often struggle to adapt to a world that’s totally different from their cloistered school life.

To combat this inevitable culture shock, an average teenage boy, Kagurazaka Kimito, is kidnapped by the school to provide its students with knowledge of the outside world. Forced to enroll against his wishes, Kimito must now attend classes in a place where his very manhood relies on keeping the girls happy. Can one regular guy possibly survive in a fearsome, all-female student body?

Nanatsuki Takafumi is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the author of I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner.

Risumai is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the artist of I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner.
Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls, vol. 1
Original Story by OKAYADO
Story and Art by Various Artists

A hilarious companion series to Monster Musume that includes three bonus monster girl post cards!

Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls is a brand new, two-volume manga series starring everyone’s favorite monster girls from the New York Times bestseller, Monster Musume. Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls doubles-up on the humor and heart, telling all new, all original stories in four-panel comic strip anthology format, including a short Monster Musume story from Shake-O, creator of Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary.

Monster Musume has been adapted into a hit anime series, currently streaming on Crunchyroll, and boasts a passionate fanbase around the world as its manga volumes continue to top sales charts.

Each volume of Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls will include a full-color insert, and three bonus full-color, double-sided postcards, each featuring a different monster girl from the series.

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito becomes an involuntary “volunteer” in the government homestay program for monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A reptilian lamia named Miia is sent to live with him, and it is Kimihito’s job to tend to her every need and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito’s blood boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding are dire.

Even worse, when a buxom centaur girl named Centorea and a scantily clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito’s house, what’s a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do? And they’re only the beginning of Kimihito’s foray into the world of monster girls!

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best known for their series 12Beast and Monster Musume. They are the original creator of the Monster Musume franchise.
Non Non Biyori, vol. 4
Story and art by Atto

The manga series that inspired a hit anime adaptation, for fans of Yotsuba&!

Non Non Biyori is a delightfully charming, all-ages manga series that follows the miscellaneous adventures of a group of girls in the Japanese countryside. Striking a balance between slapstick humor and heartfelt nostalgia, Non Non Biyori features artwork that beautifully depicts nature, as well as adorable characterizations of its main characters. This slice-of-life gem is sure to appeal to fans of Yotsuba&! and Azumanga Daioh.

The Non Non Biyori anime adaptation was released on home video and digital distribution by Sentai Filmworks in early 2015 and received a second season anime adaptation in Summer 2015.

Welcome to the countryside village of Asahigaoka, a quaint town far removed from the hustle-and-bustle of the big city. You couldn’t imagine a more isolated setting in all of Japan. So when Tokyo-raised elementary school student Hotaru Ichijo transfers to the tiny Asahigaoka Branch School due to her father’s job, she’s in for the culture shock of her life!

Join Hotaru and her new friends, the eccentric Renge and the mischievous sisters Natsumi and Komari, as they share daily adventures in the idyllic Japanese countryside.

Atto is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Non Non Biyori.

Also available:
Non Non Biyori, vol. 3 (1/16)

Non Non Biyori, vol. 2 (9/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-61-0

Non Non Biyori, vol. 1 (6/15)
orange: The Complete Collection 2
Story and Art by Ichigo Takano

A highly-acclaimed shoujo manga about love and time travel

orange: The Complete Collection is a romantic comedy manga series by shoujo author and artist Ichigo Takano. This critically-lauded manga series will tug at your heartstrings with its central plot device about time travel and communication with a future self.

Seven Seas will release orange: The Complete Collection in its entirety in two separate 384-page omnibus editions. Each omnibus collection will contain wrap-around covers, color inserts, and captivating shoujo-style artwork.

Everyone has regrets in life. So who wouldn’t take the chance to change the past if given the opportunity? When sixteen-year-old Takamiya Naho receives a mysterious letter, claiming to be from her twenty-seven-year-old self, her life is suddenly thrown into flux. The letter informs her that a new transfer student by the name of Naruse Kakeru will be joining her class and to keep her eye on him. What is Naho to make of the letter’s contents and its cryptic warning?

orange: The Complete Collection 2 also includes a bonus story, Haruiro Astronaut. This five chapter story is about a pair of twins who discover that they can’t share everything in life—or at least not an alien that suddenly becomes a part of it.

Ichigo Takano, a Japanese manga-ka who specializes in shoujo manga, is best known as the creator of orange.
The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 10
Story by Isao Miura
Art by Kotaro Yamada

The epic fantasy series comes to a thrilling conclusion!

The Sacred Blacksmith is a sweeping swords and sorcery epic about a female knight and her adventures with a young mysterious blacksmith. The story originated as a light novel series in Japan before being adapted into a popular manga series, as well as a hit anime, which is currently available through FUNimation.

This manga is the tenth and final book in an epic series that features stunning artwork and color inserts in each volume.

Like her father and grandfather before her, Cecily Campbell has entered the knighthood and joined the ranks of the Knight Guards of Housman. Eager to do her heritage proud and defend her city, Cecily rushes to the marketplace to stop a madman from terrorizing the populace. She quickly realizes, however, that she is hopelessly outmatched and ill-prepared for an actual fight. A lone figure named Luke Ainsworth swoops to the rescue, a swordsman and blacksmith of much renown, who will repair the broken sword Cecily has inherited from her father and take her down a road of perilous adventure beyond her wildest dreams.

Isao Miura is a Japanese writer best known as the author of The Sacred Blacksmith novels and manga.

Kotaro Yamada is the artist of The Sacred Blacksmith manga and Fire Emblem, a manga adaptation of the Nintendo game franchise.

Also Available:
The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 9 (11/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626922-14-3
$13.99/US | $15.99/CAN

The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 8 (7/15)
$13.99/US | $15.99/CAN

The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 7 (3/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-21-4
$13.99/US | $15.99/CAN

The Sacred Blacksmith, vol. 6 (11/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-86-6
$13.99/US | $15.99/CAN
The Testament of Sister New Devil, vol. 2
Story by Tetsuto Uesu
Art by Miyakokasiwa

A sexy supernatural action manga for fans of High School DxD

The Testament of Sister New Devil is an all-new, ongoing manga series based on a bestselling series of light novels of the same name. Combining action and comedy with the supernatural genre, The Testament of Sister New Devil is a high octane romp about a high school boy and his two succubi step-sisters that will appeal to fans of manga series like High School DxD and Dragonar Academy.

The Testament of Sister New Devil has spawned an anime adaptation, which has been licensed for home video by FUNimation and will also receive a second animated season in late 2015.

When his oddball father suddenly decides to remarry, high school student Toujo Basara is about to acquire some very peculiar new family members. Enter his new seductive step-sisters, Mio and Maria. When Basara discovers that one of his step-sisters is a succubus, and his other a recently crowned demon lord, all hell breaks loose!

Basara is almost forced into a contract with his demonic sisters where he would act as their eternal servant—but something goes wrong. Instead, a reverse contract is formed, and Basara becomes the master. Between fending off their seductive advances to coping with the attacks of rival demon contractors, Basara has a big learning curve if he is to survive.

Tetsuto Uesu is best known as the author of The Testament of Sister New Devil light novel series.

Miyakokasiwa is best known as the artist of The Testament of Sister New Devil manga adaptation.
Tomodachi x Monster, vol. 2
Story and art by Yoshihiko Inui

For fans of Magical Girl Apocalypse, a new, deadly take on Pokémon

Tomodachi x Monster is a new manga series that is a mash up the survival horror genre with Pokémon-style monsters who must fight each other to the death. Fans of Magical Girl Apocalypse will be delighted with this violently realistic tale that imagines the bloody mayhem that ensues when elementary school students gain monster pets.

Tomodachi x Monster is a three-volume series filled with cute yet gorily-detailed illustrations. Each volume of Tomodachi x Monster contains a color insert.

In a small mountainous village in rural Japan, strange creatures lurk. A young boy, friendless and neglected, hears a distant voice calling out to him. He soon discovers a new “friend” that will transform his life forever.

He learns that there is a hidden world of monsters that seek to befriend young children, and together, they must enter a horrifying death match. Watch what really happens when kids with no conscience get hold of monstrous friends to do their bidding.

Yoshihiko Inui is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the creator of Tomodachi x Monster.
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Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide, and supernatural powers are derived from either science or religion. At the heart of this world is Academy City, an advanced metropolis whose population is comprised mostly of students. The majority of students are enrolled in the city’s “Power Curriculum Program,” where they must learn to master their latent psychic powers. Out of several million students, only seven are deemed powerful enough to have Level 5 status.

Meet Mikoto Misaka, the third most powerful Level 5 esper in Academy City. Together with her best friend Kuroko Shirai and the other members of Judgment, a student-run law enforcement agency, Mikoto delves deep into the dark heart of the scientific sprawl she calls home and uncovers secrets she wishes she hadn’t!

A Certain Scientific Railgun is a must-have manga series for fans of stories that blend science and magic like Psychic Academy and Full Metal Alchemist.

The “Certain” franchise began with the long-running light novel series A Certain Magical Index, which was adapted into both a manga and an anime series. Its spin-off, A Certain Scientific Railgun, became a breakout hit with a better selling manga and higher rated anime series. In October 2010, a new anime series following the further adventures of both series’ protagonists began airing in Japan. A second season of the TV anime A Certain Scientific Railgun began airing in Japan in 2013.

Kazuma Kamachi is a Japanese writer of light novels and manga. He is best known for A Certain Magical Index and A Certain Scientific Railgun.

Motoi Fuyukawa is a Japanese manga artist and illustrator best known for A Certain Scientific Railgun.
Seven Seas
Freezing, vol. 9-10
Story by Dall-Young Lim
Art by Kwang-Hyun Kim

The ultra-violent and sexy manga series that spawned multiple hit anime

Seven Seas is pleased to present Freezing, a hotly-anticipated, action-packed manga series that combines the charms of battle school manga like *Naruto* with fan service-laden fantasy series like *Dragonar Academy*, wrapped into one intense, page-turning experience.

Each edition of Freezing contains two volumes’ worth of story—over four hundred pages long—and is filled with dynamically powerful artwork and color inserts.

Extraterrestrial beings have invaded our garden world, hellbent on wiping humanity off the face of the planet. The only hope is a specialized force of genetically-engineered female “Pandoras” and their male partners known as “Limiters,” who represent the last line of defense against a horrific alien force.

Kazuya Aoi is a Limiter who enrolls in a prestigious academy that trains genetically-engineered soldiers. Having made a promise to his Pandora sister who died in battle, Kazuya must overcome his sadness and become the best he can be. His first major obstacle is a frigid second-year student known as Satellizer el Bridget, who has remained undefeated in combat simulation. Does Kazuya have what it takes to beat her while readying himself for an impending war?

Dall-Young Lim is a Korean author best known as the creator of *Black God* and *Freezing*.

Kwang-Hyun Kim is a Korean artist best known for his work on *Freezing*.
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Freezing, vol. 7-8
Freezing, vol. 5-6
Freezing, vol. 3-4
Freezing, vol. 1-2
Magika Swordsman and Summoner, vol. 4
Story by Mitsuki Mihara
Art by MonRin

For fans of Dragonar Academy comes an all-new fantasy adventure!

Magika Swordsman and Summoner is an ongoing fantasy manga series about a young magical summoner and his trials and tribulations in summoner school. Based upon a popular light novel series in Japan, Magika Swordsman and Summoner is a growing franchise that is sure to appeal to fans of magic school sagas like Dragonar Academy and Zero’s Familiar.

Magika Swordsman and Summoner is an ongoing series that contains colored inserts in each volume.

Parallel to our dimension is a world filled with magic, home to a host of mystical beings and fantastical powers. Humanity has learned to harness these forces and bring forth that world’s entities to do their bidding through the power of “summoners.” Our world has never been the same.

Fifteen years later, Kazuki Hayashizaki is chosen as the first male summoner. His attendance at an all-female summoner school, however, is met with opposition and none so strongly than from his own sister who is the school’s most skilled swordsman. Kazuki’s sister has conflicting feelings about her little brother and can’t stand for him to take up his new role. Kazuki struggles against the machinations of his sister and the other students. Can he overcome adversity and learn to become a first rate summoner?

Mitsuki Mihara is a Japanese author best known for Magika Swordsman and Summoner.

MonRin is a Japanese artist best known for Magika Swordsman and Summoner.
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Magika Swordsman and Summoner, vol. 2 (10/15)
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Magika Swordsman and Summoner, vol. 1 (7/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-94-8
Mayo Chiki! Omnibus 3
Story by Hajime Asano
Art by Neet

The New York Times’ Bestseller returns as 500+ page omnibus collections!

This omnibus collection contains the final two books, volumes 6-7, of Mayo Chiki!, a wacky and rollicking manga series that will appeal to fans of Kashimashi, Inukami, and Toradora!.

Mayo Chiki! started as a light novel series in Japan and has since been adapted into a hit manga series and a popular anime on Japanese TV.

Kinjiro Sakamachi is a “normal” seventeen-year-old boy who happens to suffer from an abnormal fear of women, otherwise known as gynophobia. His phobia, which surfaces as an occasional nosebleed, has been kept more or less under control...until now.

A fateful visit to the school bathroom turns Kinjiro’s world upside down when he discovers the dashing and popular Konoe Subaru is actually a girl!? What’s worse, the principal’s cruel and domineering daughter, Kanade Suzutsuki, has every reason to keep this secret from leaking out, and makes it her life’s work to torment Kinjiro, while attempting to cure his gynophobia.

Is Kanade simply sadistic or does she really want to help Kinjiro overcome his fears? It makes no difference to poor Kinjiro because his life has just become a living hell.

Hajime Asano is an author of light novels whose best known work, Mayo Chiki!, has been adapted into a hit manga series and an anime.

Neet is a Japanese manga artist best known for Mayo Chiki!.
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Mayo Chiki! Omnibus 1
Mayo Chiki! Omnibus 2
Masamune-kun’s Revenge, vol. 1
Story by Takeoka Hazuki
Art by Tiv

A deliciously funny revenge tale for fans of Skip Beat and Toradora!

Masamune-kun’s Revenge is an ongoing romantic comedy about a young man seeking vengeance against his greatest bully by confronting her years later after undergoing a complete physical and social transformation. This tale of vanity, vengeance and rediscovery is full of comedy and heart, along with great artwork that will appeal to fans of series such as such as Haganai and Toradora!

Masamune-kun’s Revenge will be published by Seven Seas as single volumes, each containing a full-color insert.

As an overweight child, Makabe Masamune was mercilessly teased and bullied by one particular girl, Adagaki Aki. Determined to one day exact his revenge upon her, Makabe begins a rigorous regimen of self-improvement and personal transformation.

Years later, Masamune reemerges as a new man. Handsome, popular, with perfect grades and good at sports, Masamune-kun transfers to Aki’s school, and is unrecognizable to her. Now, Masamune-kun is ready to confront the girl who bullied him so many years ago and humiliate her at last. Revenge is sweet!

Takeoka Hazuki is a Japanese author best known for Masamune-kun’s Revenge.

Tiv is a Japanese artist best known for Masamune-kun’s Revenge.
Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation, vol. 3
Story by Rifujin na Magonote
Art by Yuka Fujikawa

For fans of No Game No Life and Sword Art Online comes an all-new manga series about reincarnation in a fantasy world

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation is a new fantasy manga based on a series of light novels that have become a bestselling sensation in Japan. Initially appearing as a series of web novels, Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation was then collected into print editions and quickly rose to the top of the light novel charts in Japan.

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation is an ongoing manga series. Each volume contains highly detailed fantasy artwork and includes color inserts.

This manga series is sure to appeal to fans of Sword Art Online, Log Horizon, and No Game No Life, which all focus on a similar genre of a hero transported to a strange new world.

Just when an unemployed thirty-four-year-old otaku reaches a dead end in life and decides it’s time to turn over a new leaf—he gets run over by a truck and dies! Shockingly, he finds himself reborn into an infant’s body in a strange, new world of swords and magic.

His new identity is Rudeus Grayrat, but he still retains the memories of his previous life. Follow Rudeus from infancy to adulthood, as he struggles to redeem himself in a wondrous yet dangerous world.

Rifujin na Magonote is a Japanese writer best known as the author of the light novel and manga series Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation.

Yuka Fujikawa is a manga artist best known for Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation.
Not Lives, vol. 2
Story and art by Wataru Karasuma

A new manga series about a deadly virtual reality game, for fans of No Game No Life

Not Lives is an all-new, ongoing manga series that thrusts the readers into the middle of a virtual reality game. From author and artist Wataru Karasuma, Not Lives is about a gaming genius who suddenly finds himself struggling to survive in a deadly game—as a girl!

Not Lives will appeal to fans of No Game No Life, Sword Art Online, and other similar tales that focus on being transported inside a gaming world. Not Lives goes one step further than typical stories in this genre, however, as this story combines virtual reality with a genderbender spin.

Each volume of Not Lives contains beautifully-detailed artwork and color inserts.

High school student Mikami has always been an eccentric oddball who doesn’t quite fit in. Little do his classmates know, Mikami moonlights as a game designer extraordinaire. His mission is simple: create the ultimate romance game! Sounds easy, right?

When Mikami decides to play a mysterious game that he comes across, things take a turn for the bizarre as he suddenly is thrust into a survival game and transformed into a beautiful girl! Inside the game, if Mikami loses, it’s not only his female avatar that’s on the line, but his very own life!

Wataru Karasuma is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Not Lives and the manga, Deus ex Machina.
Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary, vol. 5
Story and art by Shake-O

For fans of Monster Musume comes an all-new monster girl series!

Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary is an ongoing manga series that provides a hilarious and fresh look at school life through the eye of its cyclops heroine. Serialized in Japan in the same manga magazine as New York Times bestseller Monster Musume, Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary is sure to appeal to fans of the monster girl genre.

Nurse Hitomi is not your typical school nurse. Newly-employed as a high school head nurse who just happens to be a cyclops, Nurse Hitomi must fumble her way through the many inhuman issues that arise in a school rife with monstrous characters. Welcome to the infirmary - the nurse is ready to see you!

Shake-O is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary.
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Servamp, vol. 6
Story and art by Strike Tanaka

The vampire battle continues, for fans of Blood Lad and Serpah of the End

Servamp is an ongoing action comedy manga series that focuses on the power struggle between vampires and the masters they serve. The dynamic art style and action-packed storyline will appeal to fans of similar shonen series such as Blood Lad and Durarara!!.

Servamp features delightful shonen-style artwork, including color inserts, in each volume.

When a stray black cat named Kuro crosses Mahiru Shirota’s path, the high school freshman’s life will never be the same again. Kuro is, in fact, no ordinary feline, but a servamp: a servant vampire. While Mahiru’s personal philosophy is one of non-intervention, he soon becomes embroiled in an ancient, altogether surreal conflict between vampires and humans.

Strike Tanaka is best known as the creator of Servamp and has contributed to the Kagerou Daze comic anthology.
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ISBN: 978-1-626921-7-64
Seven Seas

The Other Side of Secret, vol. 1
Story and art by Yoshikawa Hideaki

For fans of Sword Art Online comes a new tale of survival and discovery by travelling to a fantasy world!

The Other Side of Secret is an ongoing fantasy series that follows a young man hoping to save his sister and atone for his mistakes after crossing over into a strange fantasy world of magic and monsters. The mix of action, comedy, and sexual tension makes it a perfect read for fans of series like No Game No Life and Freezing.

The Other Side of Secret features stunning artwork and will be released as single-volume books, each with a full-color illustrated insert.

Yuto has been plagued by the disappearance of his sister after he witnessed her vanish through a strange portal. Seven years later, he sees two girls emerge from the same magical doorway. Not about to let this chance to find his sister pass him by, Yuto follows them back through it and is transported to a strange and dangerous world.

There Yuto finds his sister but at a price. A terrible mistake costs the lives of many of that world’s inhabitants, and Yuto is to blame. Can Yuto atone for what he’s done and bring his sister back home with him?

Yoshikawa Hideaki is best known as the author and artist of The Other Side of Secret.

---
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A Centaur’s Life, vol. 9
Story & Art by Kei Murayama

Being a teenager is never easy...especially for a centaur!

A Centaur’s Life is an ongoing manga series with a wholly unique take on the slice-of-life genre—it focuses on the daily school life of supernatural creatures. This ongoing manga series features quirky and adorable artwork presented in oversized editions that include a color insert in each volume.

Himeno is a sweet, shy girl, who, like many teens her age, struggles with the trials and tribulations of attending high school. The difference is she’s a centaur; but she’s not alone. In fact, all of her classmates are supernatural creatures, sporting either horns, wings, tails, halos, or some other unearthly body appendage. Yet despite their fantastical natures, Himeno and her best friends—the dragon-winged Nozomi, and Kyoko with her spiraled horns—are down-to-earth, fun-loving teenagers who grapple with issues of life and love in a mostly normal daily school setting.

A Centaur’s Life will appeal to fans of slice-of-life manga like Yotsuba&! and of supernatural schools like Rosario + Vampire.

Kei Murayama is a Japanese manga author and artist whose A Centaur’s Life won the eighth Comic Ryujin Award in Japan.
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Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil, vol. 4
Story by Yun Kouga
Art by Sunao Minakata

From the bestselling creator of Loveless comes an all-new manga series

From the famed creator of Loveless, Yun Kouga, comes her newest work: Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil. A completely fresh and edgy take on the yuri genre, Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil is a tale of love that blossoms on the battlefield, in the midst of a dangerous cat-and-mouse game between assassins.

Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil has been adapted into a hit anime series, which was streamed by FUNimation and will be released on home video in 2015.

Each volume contains kinetic artwork, brimming with action and drama, and includes color inserts.

At Myojo Academy, an elite all-girls boarding school, the Class Black is comprised of thirteen students, twelve of whom are assassins. Their prey is the thirteenth student, Haru Ichinose, an upbeat girl who vows to survive school and graduate unharmed! Enter Tokaku Azuma, a cold-blooded killer who transfers from another school to kill Haru.

What should have been a routine hit turns into a far more complicated affair as Tokaku is unable to pull the trigger on Haru. As Tokaku copes with her strange, budding feelings, will she decide to protect Haru’s life from the other assassins or to end it?

Yun Kouga is best known as the creator of Loveless and is a well-known doujinshi author and artist.

Sunao Minakata is best known as the artist of Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil.
The Ancient Magus’ Bride, vol. 5
Story and art by Kore Yamazaki

For fans of Dawn of the Arcana, a dark and fantastical story about a gifted young girl and a demonic sorcerer

The Ancient Magus’ Bride is a supernatural romance manga series that features a fascinating relationship between a troubled teenage girl and an inhuman wizard. Kore Yamazaki combines a fantastical shoujo style with a darker, brooding tone that is reminiscent of shonen hits like Pandora Hearts and Blue Exorcist.

The Ancient Magus’ Bride is an ongoing manga series that includes captivating artwork and color inserts in each volume.

Hatichi Chise has lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far from the warmth of family, she has had her share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all hope seems lost, a fated encounter awaits her. When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her through a slave auction, Chise’s life will never be the same again.

The man is a “magus,” a sorcerer of great power, who decides to free Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus then makes a bold statement: Chise will become his apprentice—and his wife!

“What conflict all these lovely details might be leading towards is a mystery so far, but the execution is so strong that I’m ready to follow wherever it leads. The Ancient Magus’ Bride is a generous work, full of magic and mystery.”

—ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Kore Yamazaki is best known as the author and artist of The Ancient Magus’ Bride.
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Battle Rabbits, vol. 1
Story by Amemiya Yuki
Art by Ichihara Yukino

From the same team that created the hit manga series, 07-Ghost!

Battle Rabbits is the most recent series by Amemiya Yuki and Ichihara Yukino, the creative team behind the popular manga series, 07-Ghost. Battle Rabbits is the story of a young man seeking vengeance against demons who murdered his father. An action-filled story with a suspenseful plot and a supernatural twist, Battle Rabbits sports stunning shonen-style artwork and attractive characters that will appeal to readers of Servamp and Black Butler.

Battle Rabbits is an ongoing series and will be released as single volumes with a full-color insert in each book.

Kokuryuu Kaguya was only a little boy when he witnessed his father murdered by a group of demons. Kaguya spent years trying to convince people about what he witnessed, but was dismissed as a traumatized child with an over-active imagination. Now a teenager, Kaguya still remembers...

One day, Kaguya is struck by a mysterious light and meets a young woman named Mao—a skillful warrior wearing bunny ears—who rescues him from a demon attack, then demands to know what planet he’s from! Kaguya finds himself inducted into a secret organization of other-worldly individuals whose goal is to defend Earth from monstrous invaders. Reborn as a Battle Rabbit, strange powers awaken within Kaguya which allow him to fight these creatures and seek vengeance for his father’s death!

Amemiya Yuki is a Japanese manga author best known for the series, 07-Ghost.

Ichihara Yukino is a Japanese manga artist best known as the creator of 07-Ghost.
Golden Time, vol. 4  
Story by Yuyuko Takemiya  
Art by Umechazuke

From the author of New York Times bestselling Toradora! comes an all new rom-com manga series

Based on the popular light novel series of the same name, Golden Time is a hilarious coming-of-age romance by Yuyuko Takemiya, the bestselling author of Toradora!

Golden Time has been adapted into an anime, which has been licensed and released on home video by Sentai Filmworks and made available to stream on Crunchyroll.

Golden Time is an ongoing manga series that includes color inserts in each volume.

Life, love, and education! College freshman Tada Banri is looking forward to a new lease on life, starting with his ambitious journey and entry into a private law school in Tokyo. As luck would have it, during the opening ceremony for the freshman class, he happens across an unfortunate person from his past.

Her name is Kaga Kouko, a buxom-beauty who slaps Banri’s new friend, Mitsuo, across the face with a bouquet of roses. Just who is she and what’s her beef with Mitsuo?

Yuyuko Takemiya is the author of Toradora!, Golden Time, and Evergreen.

Umechazuke is a Japanese manga artist best known as the artist of Golden Time.
Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto, vol. 4
Story and art by Nami Sano

A highly-acclaimed manga series that won the Book of the Year award in Japan

Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto is an award-winning manga series that has taken Japan by storm since its debut in 2012, winning awards and topping manga sales charts with each new release. Featuring the coolest protagonist since Ferris Bueller, Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto is a delightfully intriguing, laugh-out-loud high school comedy that will appeal to fans of manga series like Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends and Watamote.

Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto is an ongoing manga series that features a smoothly realistic art style that accentuates the series’ unique style of humor. Each volume contains a color insert.

First impressions are everything, especially for high school freshman Sakamoto. Model student, beacon of inspiration, gentle spirit of guidance, and friend among friends—you name it, he can do it. He’s your go-to-guy for any problem, even if he is a bit intimidating. But not everyone takes kindly to Sakamoto’s larger-than-life persona, because, let’s face it, no one can truly be his match. Right?

In the face of school bullying, unrequited love, academic challenges, and even a touch of arson, Sakamoto never shies away from conflict and always maintains his cool. You haven’t heard of Sakamoto yet? Don’t worry, you will.

Nami Sano is the creator of Haven’t You Heard? I’m Sakamoto.
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Love in Hell: Death Life, vol. 1
Story and art by Reiji Suzumaru

The devilishly funny companion series to the acclaimed manga, Love in Hell!

Love in Hell: Death Life is a sequel to the manga series, Love in Hell, a hilarious and sexy romp through the afterlife. Featuring a new hapless hero and a whole new cast of characters, alongside familiar faces from the previous storyline, Love In Hell: Death Life may be read and enjoyed independently of the first series.

For fans of naughty, supernatural comedies like Monster Musume, Love in Hell: Death Life is sure to entertain!

Utsunomiya Sousuke is dead. But his new life is about to begin...in Hell! Upon awakening in the Afterlife, Sousuke meets his painfully sexy devil guide Sanagi, who may be short of stature, but packs an all-powerful punch. Like Rintaro before him, can the hopelessly irreverent Sousuke repent from his sins, or is he fated to be forever tortured and teased by a gorgeous demonic temptress?

Reiji Suzumaru is best known as the author and artist of Love in Hell, and its sequel series Love in Hell: Death Life.
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Magical Girl Apocalypse, vol. 8
Story and art by Kentaro Sato

The zombie survival genre has just met its match!

Magical Girl Apocalypse is an ongoing manga series that is a mash-up of the magical girl and zombie genres. What happens when you mix the lighthearted “magical girl” trope with the sort of gory ultraviolence seen in The Walking Dead? The result is Magical Girl Apocalypse, a unique dark parody that features striking artwork and pulse-pounding storytelling.

High-schooler Kii Kogami is stuck in a rut, loathing the monotonous doldrums of his everyday life. If only something exciting were to happen, something magical. As fate would have it, Kii is about to get his wish, but in a way more terrifying than anything he could have imagined.

When a little girl clad in gothic lolita attire appears at school and starts to gruesomely bludgeon, dismember, and mutilate all who cross her path, while chanting the mantra “Magical Girl” under her breath, the school devolves into a state of bloody chaos.

Just how will Kii escape from this murderous magical girl? To make matters worse, the magical girl’s victims reanimate and join her killer rampage. Is there no way out of school for hapless Kii Kogami? And even if he escapes, what will be left of the world outside?

Kentaro Sato is best known as the author and artist of Magical Girl Apocalypse.
Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls, vol. 2

Original Story by OKAYADO
Story and Art by Various Artists

A hilarious companion series to Monster Musume that includes three bonus monster girl post cards!

Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls is a brand new, two-volume manga series starring everyone’s favorite monster girls from the New York Times bestseller, Monster Musume. Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls doubles-up on the humor and heart, telling all new, all original stories in four-panel comic strip anthology format, including a short Monster Musume story from Shake-O, creator of Nurse Hitomi’s Monster Infirmary.

Monster Musume has been adapted into a hit anime series, currently streaming on Crunchyroll, and boasts a passionate fanbase around the world as its manga volumes continue to top sales charts.

Each volume of Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls will include a full-color insert, and three bonus full-color, double-sided postcards, each featuring a different monster girl from the series.

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito becomes an involuntary “volunteer” in the government homestay program for monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A reptilian lamia named Miia is sent to live with him, and it is Kimihito’s job to tend to her every need and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito’s blood boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding are dire.

Even worse, when a buxom centaur girl named Centorea and a scantily clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito’s house, what’s a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do? And they’re only the beginning of Kimihito’s foray into the world of monster girls!

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best known for their series 12Beast and Monster Musume. They are the original creator of the Monster Musume franchise.
My Monster Secret, vol. 3
Story and Art by Eiji Masuda

A high school rom-com with monsters, now a hit anime!

My Monster Secret is a new, ongoing manga series that combines both supernatural and extraterrestrial elements in a high school romantic comedy setting. For fans of hit series like Monster Musume and Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends comes a fresh take on the high school romantic comedy genre quite unlike anything seen before.

Published in Japan by Akita Shoten in the Weekly Shonen Champion magazine, My Monster Secret has met with critical acclaim, with each new volume ranking highly on Japanese bestseller lists. In summer 2015, My Monster Secret received a television anime adaptation.

Each volume of the manga features a charmingly eccentric art style and contains color inserts.

High school student Kuromine Asahi is the kind of guy who literally cannot tell a lie. Whether it’s trying to maintain a poker face in a simple game of cards or keeping scurrilous gossip to himself, Asahi is a total failure when it comes to the art of deception.

So what happens when he stumbles upon the most shocking secret of his life? When Asahi learns that Shiragami Youko, a beautiful girl of few words, is actually a vampire. Can Asahi possibly keep his lips sealed?

Eiji Masuda is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the creator of My Monster Secret.
Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn, vol. 5
Story by Masamune Shirow
Art by Rikudou Koushi

From the creator of Ghost in the Shell and the artist of Excel Saga, comes a thrilling new series about cybernetic girls

Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn is a fascinating ongoing cyberpunk manga series created by two manga legends: Masamune Shirow, the creator of Ghost in the Shell, and Rikudou Koushi, the creator of Excel Saga. A hybrid of science fiction, moe characters, and over-the-top humor and action, Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn is an ongoing manga series crafted by two of the manga world’s most-respected masters.

Each volume of Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn contains color inserts and dynamic artwork.

The planet is in a constant state of tumult. As rival countries vie for power and resources while racing to create the latest technological breakthroughs, robots and cyborgs have become commonplace. What hope is left for a jaded humanity in an age of advances in cybernetics and artificial intelligence?

Enter two cyborg girls outfitted with insurmountable combat capabilities. This is their story. From the minds of Ghost in the Shell creator, Masamune Shirow and Excel Saga creator Rikudou Koushi, comes an action-packed cyberpunk comedy manga that is unlike anything you’ve ever seen.

Masamune Shirow is a Japanese manga author and artist best known as the creator of Ghost in the Shell and Appleseed, and has done many illustrated artwork collections published by Dark Horse Comics.

Rikudou Koushi is a Japanese manga author and artist best known as the creator of Excel Saga.
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Seven Seas

Devils and Realist, vol. 10
Story by Madoka Takadono
Art by Utako Yukihiro

For fans of Black Butler, the manga series about a teen noble and the demons who surround him continues

Devils and Realist is an ongoing supernatural manga series that pits a young, suave nobleman against Hell’s princely demons.

Each volume of Devils and Realist features beautiful bishounen-styled artwork and a color insert. An anime adaptation of Devils and Realist aired in 2013 and has since been licensed and released by Sentai Filmworks. The series is also being streamed by Crunchyroll with English subtitles.

William Twining has it all—a sharp intelligence, dashing good looks, and a noble station in life. There’s only one problem: he’s broke. With no way to finance his prestigious education, William decides to search through his uncle’s mansion for something of value to sell. But William’s logical worldview is about to take a hit, when he comes across a mystical seal which he unintentionally uses to summon a demon.

The demon’s name is Dantalion, a Grand Duke of Hell, who informs the young nobleman of his destiny—that he is the new “Elector” whose sole responsibility is to appoint the next ruler of Hell in place of Lucifer. Such news might drive a lesser man mad, but not William Twining. He’s a realist whose views don’t allow for the existence of demons, even when scores of demonic candidates begin to knock down his door and seek his favor. None of this can possibly be real—can it?—and besides, he’s got bills to pay.

Madoka Takadono is a Japanese author best known as the writer of Gun Princess and Devils and Realist.

Utako Yukihiro is a Japanese manga artist whose works include Uta no Prince-sama and Devils and Realist.
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D-Frag!, vol. 9
Story and art by Tomoya Haruno

The outrageous manga parody of the high school club genre continues!

D-Frag! is an ongoing manga series that parodies high school clubs, nerd culture, and the slice-of-life genre in a side-splittingly hilarious storyline. For fans of manga series about otaku-centric high school clubs like Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends, Genshiken, or The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, D-Frag! has the last laugh, as it satirizes the genre like never before.

D-Frag! was first serialized in Japan in Monthly Comic Alive. The hit manga series is the basis for the D-Frag! anime series that aired on Japanese television in early 2014 and has been licensed for home video in North America by FUNimation.

Kazama Kenji thinks he’s a delinquent. He’s got the look, the style and the attitude to match—he even has a second-rate entourage of sorts. Deep down, however, Kazama is a good-hearted kid who finds himself and his loyal gang in over their heads when they stumble upon the Game Creation Club. The club’s formidable members, Chitose, Sakura, Minami, and Roka, are four girls whom he might actually be attracted to if they weren’t so freaking weird.

The girls claim to have otherworldly powers, which they use to defeat Kazama’s gang and force him to join their offbeat club. Can Kazama resist the girls’ bizarre charms and return to some semblance of a normal, everyday life—or is it “game over” for our hapless hero?

Tomoya Haruno is best known as the author and artist of D-Frag!, and has contributed to the Lucky Star anthology collections along with the Haganai Anthology Comic collections.
**Dragonar Academy, vol. 10**
Story by Shiki Mizuchi
Art by Ran

The *New York Times* bestselling dragon-riding saga continues!

For fans of magic schools, fantastical creatures, and harem comedies comes *Dragonar Academy*, an ongoing manga series about a boy who is trying to tame an unruly—and very pretty—dragon.

*Dragonar Academy* began in Japan as a popular light novel series and has since been adapted into an ongoing manga series, as well as an anime series that debuted in early 2014. *Dragonar Academy* is sure to appeal to fans of comedic fantasies like *Zero’s Familiar* and *The Sacred Blacksmith*. Each volume is delightfully illustrated and includes color inserts.

Learning to ride and tame dragons comes easy to most students at Ansarivan Dragonar Academy—except for first-year student Ash Blake, who is known by his fellow classmates as the “number one problem child.” Poor Ash is the laughingstock at school because, despite his unfashionably large star-shaped brand that marks him as a future dragon master, he has nothing to show for it. His dragon has never appeared.

Until now, that is. One fateful day, Ash’s dragon awakes in full glory but appears different than any dragon ever seen before—in the form of a beautiful girl! What’s worse, Ash soon discovers that this new dragon has attitude to spare, as she promptly informs him that she is the master, and he, the servant. Ash’s problems with dragon riding have only just begun.

Shiki Mizuchi is a Japanese light novel author best known for *Dragonar Academy*.

Ran is a Japanese manga artist who wrote and illustrated *Maid War Chronicle* and worked with writer Ken Akamatsu (*Love Hina*, *Negima*) as the artist on *Mao-chan*.
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Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends, vol. 14
Story by Yomi Hirasaka
Art by Itachi

The New York Times bestselling manga about fandom continues!

A wild and offbeat comedy about social outcasts who are obsessed with fandom, Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends is like Genshiken, The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, and Toradora! all wrapped into one.

This is the fourteenth volume of an ongoing manga series that is sure to appeal to today’s manga fans in the same way The Big Bang Theory appeals to geeks.

Recent high school transfer student Hasegawa Kodaka is pathetically inept at making friends. Kodaka is an outcast, with his natural blond hair which he inherited from his deceased English mother, and his unpleasant, fierce gaze. When he comes across the brash loner Mikazuki Yozora, who typically chats with her imaginary friend, the two outsiders become the unlikeliest of allies.

Realizing that they have no hope of a normal social life, the two rejects decide to form a group called “The Neighbor’s Club” in order to make friends and maybe even learn a thing or two about social skills. As luck would have it, five new members, each more socially awkward than the next, join the club. Will these quirky misfits ever make normal friends or are they all doomed to social failure?

Yomi Hirasaka is an author of light novels whose best known work, Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends, has been adapted into two hit manga series, an anime, and a live-action movie.

Itachi is a Japanese manga artist who is best known for Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends.
Hour of the Zombie, vol. 2
Story and art by Tsukasa Saimura

For fans of High School of the Dead comes an all-new zombie massacre

Hour of the Zombie is an all-new horror manga series set in high school that will appeal to fans of High School of the Dead and The Walking Dead.

Each grisly volume of Hour of the Zombie contains color inserts and graphically detailed illustrations of zombie carnage!

Akira is your typical student living a conventional high school life. He has dreams and aspirations like everyone else, and an unrequited crush on his childhood friend, Kurumi. Unfortunately for him she seems more interested in Akira’s best friend, Umezawa. And yet their innocent love triangle pales in comparison to what the three friends are about to experience, even if it may yet be their saving grace.

Students are suddenly turning into frenzied zombies, attacking and gorging themselves upon each other’s flesh. The school is being torn apart until suddenly... they stop. With the zombies apparently back to normal, the school is now divided between the previously turned and the unbitten. But how long will this peace last? And what caused students to turn in the first place? When any of your classmates could suddenly decide to have you for lunch, a friendly face can become the scariest thing in the room.

Tsukasa Saimura is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Hour of the Zombie.
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I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner, vol. 2
Story by Nanatsuki Takafumi | Art by Risumai

A hilarious school-life comedy with a hotly anticipated anime in October 2015!

I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner is a currently on-going series about a young man kidnapped to provide common-world experience to a school of sheltered rich girls. The manga is adapted from a popular series of light novels and is scheduled to have an anime premiering in October 2015.

Seven Seas will be publishing I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner for the first time in print in North America as single volumes with each one containing a color insert.

Deep in the forest-covered mountains is an all-girls school, attended by children from only the richest and most prestigious of families. Here, the girls are raised to be perfect young ladies, cut off from the real world to preserve their innocence and ensure that they’re free from all distractions. This policy of isolation is a double-edged sword, however, for after graduation, students of the academy often struggle to adapt to a world that’s totally different from their cloistered school life.

To combat this inevitable culture shock, an average teenage boy, Kagurazaka Kimito, is kidnapped by the school to provide its students with knowledge of the outside world. Forced to enroll against his wishes, Kimito must now attend classes in a place where his very manhood relies on keeping the girls happy. Can one regular guy possibly survive in a fearsome, all-female student body?

Nanatsuki Takafumi is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the author of I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner.

Risumai is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the artist of I Was Abducted by an Elite All-Girls School as a Sample Commoner.
Merman in My Tub, vol. 4
Story and art by Itokichi

For fans of Monster Musume comes an all new take on the monster genre

Merman in My Tub is an uproarious supernatural comedy manga that turns the popular “monster girl” genre on its tail by focusing on monster boys. Fans of Monster Musume and A Centaur’s Life are sure to enjoy the odd couple relationship between a young man and a merman who has invaded his bathtub.

Merman in My Tub is an ongoing manga series that received an anime adaptation in 2014. The anime is currently being streamed on Crunchyroll with English subtitles.

Each volume of Merman in My Tub contains color inserts and features eye-catching character designs and artwork.

What happens when an intruder from the sea stakes claim to your bathtub? A cool yet demure teenage boy named Tatsumi must learn to live with the self-obsessed and playful merman, Wakasa, in a small Tokyo apartment. These two dissimilar young men will learn what it takes to deal with one another in their everyday lives. Who knows, maybe something beyond friendship will unfold between them? Stranger things have happened. Or have they?

Itokichi is a Japanese artist best known for Merman in My Tub.
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Monster Musume, vol. 9
Story & Art by OKAYADO

A New York Times monster bestseller!

Monster Musume is an ongoing manga series that presents the classic harem comedy with a fantastical twist: the female cast of characters that tempts our male hero is comprised of exotic and enticing supernatural creatures like lamias, centaurs, and harpies!

Monster Musume will appeal to fans of supernatural comedies like Inukami! and harem comedies like Love Hina. Each volume is lavishly illustrated and includes a color insert.

What do world governments do when they learn that fantastical beings are not merely fiction, but flesh and blood—not to mention feather, hoof, and fang? Why, they create new regulations, of course! “The Interspecies Cultural Exchange Accord” ensures that these once-mythical creatures assimilate into human society...or else!

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito becomes an involuntary “volunteer” in the government homestay program for monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A reptilian lamia named Miia is sent to live with him, and it is Kimihito’s job to tend to her every need and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito’s blood boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding are dire.

Even worse, when a buxom centaur girl named Centorea and a scantily clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito’s house, what’s a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do?!

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best known for Monster Musume.
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Not Lives, vol. 3
Story and art by Wataru Karasuma

A new manga series about a deadly virtual reality game, for fans of No Game No Life.

Not Lives is an all-new, ongoing manga series that thrusts the readers into the middle of a virtual reality game. From author and artist Wataru Karasuma, Not Lives is about a gaming genius who suddenly finds himself struggling to survive in a deadly game—as a girl!

Not Lives will appeal to fans of No Game No Life, Sword Art Online, and other similar tales that focus on being transported inside a gaming world. Not Lives goes one step further than typical stories in this genre, however, as this story combines virtual reality with a genderbender spin.

Each volume of Not Lives contains beautifully-detailed artwork and color inserts.

High school student Mikami has always been an eccentric oddball who doesn’t quite fit in. Little do his classmates know, Mikami moonlights as a game designer extraordinaire. His mission is simple: create the ultimate romance game! Sounds easy, right?

When Mikami decides to play a mysterious game that he comes across, things take a turn for the bizarre as he suddenly is thrust into a survival game and transformed into a beautiful girl! Inside the game, if Mikami loses, it’s not only his female avatar that’s on the line, but his very own life!

Wataru Karasuma is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Not Lives and the manga, Deus ex Machina.
The Testament of Sister New Devil, vol. 3
Story by Tetsuto Uesu
Art by Miyakokasiwa

A sexy supernatural action manga for fans of High School DxD

The Testament of Sister New Devil is an all-new, ongoing manga series based on a bestselling series of light novels of the same name. Combining action and comedy with the supernatural genre, The Testament of Sister New Devil is a high octane romp about a high school boy and his two succubi step-sisters, that will appeal to fans of manga series like High School DxD and Dragonar Academy.

The Testament of Sister New Devil has spawned an anime adaptation, which has been licensed for home video by FUNimation and will also receive a second animated season in late 2015.

When his oddball father suddenly decides to remarry, high school student Toujo Basara is about to acquire some very peculiar new family members. Enter his new seductive step-sisters, Mio and Maria. When Basara discovers that one of his step-sisters is a succubus and his other a recently crowned demon lord, all hell breaks loose!

Basara is almost forced into a contract with his demonic sisters where he would act as their eternal servant—but something goes wrong. Instead, a reverse contract is formed, and Basara becomes the master. Between fending off their seductive advances to coping with the attacks of rival demon contractors, Basara has a big learning curve if he is to survive.

Tetsuto Uesu is best known as the author of The Testament of Sister New Devil light novel series.

Miyakokasiwa is best known as the artist of The Testament of Sister New Devil manga adaptation.
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